(Project ID Assigned by CPD: MCPC0026)
FY20 FUNDING CYCLE PRE-APPLICATION FORM
Submit an electronic copy no later than 11:59 PM on June 15, 2019 via email to
MaldenCPC@cityofmalden.org

PROJECT NAME: Malden Historical Marker Program Planning and Pilot: Markers
for Malden’s Early Industry
PROJECT LOCATION: Exact locations to be investigated and decided
APPLICANT(S) NAME / ORGANIZATION: CONTACT PERSON: Linda J. Thorsen
MAILING ADDRESS: 24 Chestnut St, Malden, MA
PHONE: 781 321 6146 (home); 617 548 1042 (cell)
EMAIL: linda@lindathorsen.com
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In the chart above please check all categories that apply to this project (at least
one). For more detailed
Information on these categories, refer to the “Community Preservation Act Funding
Allowable Uses” chart on the next page.
Have you reviewed the Malden CPC Plan? □X Yes □ No
Have you attended a CPA informational session in Malden or surrounding cities? □X Yes
□ No
Have you spoken with any boards, commissions, community organization, or elected
officials about
your project? □X Yes □ No
If yes, please list here:
As the Second Vice President of the Malden Historical Society, I am in close
contact with the Society Board and with members of the Malden Historical
Commission. I have discussed this project in a general way with both, with
Ward 4 Councillor Ryan O’Malley, and with members of the CPC. All have been
enthusiastic about renewing Malden’s Historical Marker program and confirmed
that historical markers fit within the mission of the CPC. Others have expressed
interest in specific markers in other parts of the city. This project could be an
important catalyst, creating a model through which future markers can be
funded and created.

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
Legal Property Owner of Record (if applicable):
Several sites will be explored and owners consulted before a final site for each
marker is chosen. The goal of this pre-application is to create a framework for
beginning the detailed investigation.
Is the owner the applicant? □ Yes □X No
(City of Malden must be co-applicant on all projects on City property)
If we determine, in consultation with the City and the Historical Commission,
that City property is the best location for a given marker, we hope that the
City will then become a co-applicant for the final application.
If the applicant is not the owner, does the applicant have site control or written
consent of the property Owner to submit an application? □ Yes □ No N/A at this time
As the final sites have not yet been determined, we do not have site control at
this time. For placement of a historical marker on their property, the owner
would of course need to provide written permission. We do not propose to
acquire any property.
If Yes, please attach documentation.
If No, project will be deemed ineligible for this applicant.
PROJECT FUNDING
Please list your funding request:
$20,000
to be used for expenses related to planning and to the design and fabrication of
markers. Further research is needed to determine actual cost estimates based
on the location and type of materials used.

Have you identified other potential funding sources? □X Yes □ No If yes, please list the
funding sources here:
These are possibilities, either for the coming year or for the future:
Massachusetts Historical Commission Survey and Planning Grant Program (FY
2020 cycle)
https://www.sec.state.ma.us/mhc/mhchpp/Surveyandplanning.htm

Malden Cultural Council: Would be an ideal source of funds for public programs
related to the markers. One constraint for MCC funds is that the
programs/projects must be carried out within the funding year, so we would
have to figure out whether any of our planned activities would be appropriate
for this year or we should wait until next year to apply for MCC funding.
Other potential sources of funding exist as well. I plan to attend the Mass
History Alliance conference on June 24, and that conference has information
about various sources of funding for historical projects. I will explore whether
these include historical markers in the types of projects they fund.
I would be happy to receive suggestions for other funding we might apply for.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: (Please include what community need this project is trying to
address and how this project aligns with CPC goals)
Everyone agrees that Malden has a great deal of history to commemorate—yet
one can walk or drive through Malden without seeing much evidence of its
history.
A town or city can communicate and commemorate history in numerous ways,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Flat markers containing historical information—affixed to the side of
historic structures
Permanent monuments, such as the Bell Rock memorial, the WWI
memorial, and the Spanish American War memorial near the Beebe
School
Named streets, squares, bridges, and other locations that typically
commemorate a particular person or group.
Freestanding interpretive signs that explain a site’s significance. These
preserve the memory of historical events or sites when the related
structures no longer exist
Temporary or permanent museum exhibits—physical or virtual—as well
as text publications (print or virtual) or videos that capture and
disseminate that history

As we all know, Malden has some historic structures and monuments worthy of
preservation, such as the Converse Memorial Building and the World War I
memorial. These aspects of our history are visible. But due to centuries of
change and decades of urban renewal, much of our history is no longer visible
through buildings or monuments. Rather than ignore that history, we need to
commemorate it through historical markers.
Historical Markers in Malden Today
While some historical markers exist in Malden, most are modest in size—and not
terribly well preserved. According to Malden Historical Society President and
Malden Historical Commission member John Tramondozzi, a number of small
wooden markers were created and placed around the City in conjunction with

the celebration of the U.S. Bicentennial in 1976; only a few of those markers
still exist. Examples are shown below. These wooden markers survive largely
because porch overhangs protect them and there has been no reason for the
owner to remove them.
Other markers are occasionally seen around Malden. I recall seeing a bronze (I
think) marker that commemorated the first schoolhouse on Main Street,
marking its location, but when I went to look for that marker the other day I
could not find it. My assumption is that the building received new siding that
did not allow for the marker to be affixed. This is how marker attrition occurs.

The three markers above were placed in the 1970s. Some others of this type
remain and should be inventoried.

New Marker at Waitt’s Mount (above), with information about geology and
history.

Needed: New Historical Markers
Moving forward from 2019, CPA funds can help Malden put its historical best
foot forward. One way to do this is to create more historical markers that
together will significantly enhance awareness of Malden’s STRONG PAST and
together form a significant asset for the city.
Multiple upcoming events should encourage us to make Malden’s history more
visible and attract more visitors to the City.
•

The current Converse 2020 commemoration of the bicentennial of Elisha
Slade Converse’s birth

•

The upcoming 375th anniversary of the founding of Malden as a town
(2024).

•

The upcoming Revolution 250 effort to commemorate the events of the
Revolution in Greater Boston

•

The upcoming Plymouth 400 and Boston 400 (2020-2030) extended
celebration of the founding of the Plymouth Colony and the
Massachusetts Bay Colony

The planning and creation of a robust set of markers is a multi-year, multiproject endeavor. We can approach this in one of two ways:
1. Create markers in a piecemeal, one-at-a-time way, which will likely
result in a hodgepodge of diverse designs unrelated to one another
2. Plan a set of markers for the city with a unified design approach, and
execute the creation of markers over several years, ending up with not
only a robust set of markers, but also with a process through which
future markers can be created.
I believe that the second approach is better for the City of Malden and will use
resources to best effect.
This application first lays out the general approach through which we expect to
plan and execute the creation of markers. It also identifies a small number of
specific markers to be created for the 2019-2020 fiscal year CPA cycle.

Proposal
•

Research best practices for creating and executing city/town historical
markers.

•

Devise a design approach for 2-3 different types of markers (i.e.
freestanding interpretive signage, markers affixed to homes or buildings,
etc.)

•

Create three markers as a pilot project that can then be followed by more
in future years.

Principles of Marker Creation
These markers will explain briefly the historical significance of various sites
around the city. Images and maps will be included to enhance understanding
and attractiveness. Key principles include:
•

Historical Accuracy. This SHOULD go without saying, but the information
presented on markers will be accurate and well documented.

•

Inclusiveness. History can be told in many different ways. Now, and as we
widen the project beyond the initial pilot, we should endeavor to create
markers that tell the story of diverse groups of Maldonians and diverse
periods of history—for example, the Jewish community of Suffolk Square,
the Italian community in Edgeworth, etc., the stories of working people as
well as elites, women as well as men, daily life as well as important events,
and so on.

•

Diverse locations. We should endeavor to include markers that
commemorate history in different parts of the City and that are visible to
people traveling in different ways. It may be appropriate, for example, to
include one or more markers along the Northern Strand Community Trail.

•

Durability. The markers should be attractive, well designed, informative,
and constructed from durable materials that require little or no
maintenance. (I assume, for example, that the materials would be graffitiresistant.) We should make every effort to utilize best practices in creating
our markers.

•

Accessibility. We should investigate best practices to ensure that the
markers are usable by as many people as possible, including those with
mobility limitations, visual impairment, and so on. Where possible, we
should take advantage of digital technology to enhance experience of the
markers and provide additional information for anyone interested (for
example, 2D barcodes and an app with text or audio explanations).

The two phases below would likely overlap in time, but they involve distinct
activities.
Phase I: Research and Design
1. Inventory existing historical markers and monuments of all varieties,
including their type, condition, and maintenance requirements if
applicable, and potential need for replacement.
2. Inventory Malden’s historical sites that merit commemoration—including
those with and without extant historic structures. (A useful starting point is
the list of historic sites provided in the Malden Historical Society Register

3.

4.
5.
6.

Number 8, published in 1977. We will add to that list, ultimately creating a
database of historic sites. Leverage work products from the Malden
Historical Commission, Malden Historical Society, City Councillors, and
other city groups where possible.
Identify best practices from Malden or other cities/towns that can be
leveraged. For example, investigate the process, plans, and materials used
to create the interpretive signs at Waitt’s Mount and assess these as a
model for additional interpretive signs around the city. (I would expect that
the markers proposed here might be bigger, but similar in type.) Explore
historical marker programs of nearby towns and cities.
Formulate design templates that can be used for different types of
markers—for example, a flat marker affixed to a house or building, a freestanding interpretive sign, etc.
Identify historic homes or buildings that could have a marker affixed to
their side, and devise a process for prioritizing and executing the
placement of these markers.
Investigate the possibility of incorporating historical information as part of
the upcoming renovation of the Malden Center MBTA station. (They do this
at Downtown Crossing, so why not in Malden?)

Phase II: Pilot Freestanding Markers: Malden’s Early Industry
We propose to create the following markers as a pilot project, with more
markers to be proposed and executed around Malden in the future.
Marker 1: Barrett Dye House and Odiorne Nail Factory
Historical Significance
In 1804, two businesses began operation in Malden that would set it on a
course to becoming an industrial center (see attachments). The Barrett
Dye House continued operating in Malden until sometime in the 1880s,
when it moved to Somerville/Charlestown. At that time, the Cochrane
business, formerly in Medford, took over the site and continued
operations. The buildings were demolished in the 20th century.
The history of the Barrett family’s dye house is documented in my 2015
Master’s Thesis, The Merchants’ Manufacturer: The Barrett Family’s
Dyeing Businesses in Massachusetts and New York, 1790-1850, which is
available in the Malden Public Library. In addition, a shorter article is
available online at the following link:
https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/tsaconf/995/
Maureen K. Phillips has published multiple articles describing the
significance of the Odiorne Nail Factory. The Odiornes also had forges
and factories in Chester County, Pennsylvania. Odiorne’s factory was
the first to manufacture nails by cutting and heading them in a single
operation.

Approach
The Barrett Dye House and Odiorne Nail Factory could likely be
commemorated using a single freestanding interpretive sign covering
both businesses.
The location of this marker is to be determined, but possibilities
include:
•
•
•
•

In Coytemore Lea Park
On unused exterior space on the YMCA property
Along the fence around the Dartmouth Street parking lot
currently used by the City and the YMCA
Along Florence Street on the bridge above the site

Other possibilities may exist, but these would be the most visible.
Marker 2: Coytemore Grist Mill
Historical Significance
The earliest center of commerce in Malden was the 1640 Grist Mill,
initially owned by Thomas Coytemore, where residents could bring their
grain to the miller for grinding. People came not only from Malden, but
also from areas as distant as Rumney Marsh. The original location of the
Coytemore Grist Mill is not very distant from the location of the Barrett
Dye House and Odiorne Nail Factory.
Approach
A freestanding marker would show the location of the mill and describe
Malden in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Possible locations
for the marker would overlap with the above list, though others might
be added.
Marker 3: Boston Rubber Shoe Company Factory
Historical Significance
The best known of Malden’s early industries, this business is discussed in
Malden constantly, as the largest Malden business in the mid-late
nineteenth century. But we don’t currently have any commemoration of
its location. Closely associated with this business, of course, was
Malden’s first mayor, Elisha Slade Converse. The building no longer
exists. The current 2-year Converse 2020 commemoration is an ideal
time to plan and execute this marker.

Approach
Again, this would be a freestanding marker exploring the growth of the
Boston Rubber Shoe Company and showing where it was located in the
mid-late nineteenth century
Marker Project Tasks
•

Gather definitive information: documents, photos, maps, post cards,
and other information that documents the location and historical
significance of each site. Much of this is readily available in the
Historical Society archives.

•

Develop a brief report on each site, with a proposal for what text or
images should be included on the marker.

•

Choose the marker location. Many factors would go into the choice
of a specific site for each marker, including a) cooperation of the
property owner, b) ability to create a durable marker at that
location, c) the ability to maximize visibility, usability, and safety
for all, and d) the ability to view the site of the (former) historic
structures from the location.

•

Work with various parties to determine how the marker will be
executed, when, and by whom. Involve City officials and staff where
appropriate.

Public Programs
We will undoubtedly have some sort of unveiling ceremony / celebration once
this set of markers is complete.

Project Alignment with CPA Goals and Priorities
Our project aligns with Community Preservation Plan general priorities in these ways:
•

Aligns with community values. Malden’s motto is “Strong Past, Proud
Future.” Malden’s history dates back to the 1630s, and Malden has had an
active historical society since the 1880s. Finding permanent ways to highlight
Malden’s history, then, is very much in line with community values.

•

Has neutral environmental impact. The creation of a freestanding or affixed
historical marker has little or no impact on the land surface, water resources,
or other natural resources. Markers are generally meant to be useful during the
day. The markers envisioned here would not require energy.

•

Adds to Malden’s Cultural Capital. Whether one discusses the arts, great
food, history, or Malden’s ethnic diversity, all of the plans and discussions in

recent decades have emphasized Malden’s rich culture as a key asset that can
help our City thrive. For cities and towns in New England, history is an
important part of that cultural mix. Making our history more visible will
enhance Malden’s cultural richness and help to create a more vibrant and
attractive city, above and beyond the Markers’ specific educational value for
citizens.
•

Will have broad community support. The diverse people and groups with
whom I have spoken have always been in favor of a renewed historical marker
program for Malden.

Our project aligns with Community Preservation Plan priorities within CPA focus areas
in these ways:
•

Showcasing Malden’s history. The CPA Historic Preservation focus area lists,
among other priorities:
“The development of historical resources that showcase
Malden’s history to the largest possible audience, including
residents of Malden and beyond. This may include historical
resources such as homes where famous Maldonians lived.”
Historical markers are great examples of this type of historical resource, a way
to highlight Malden’s history for residents and visitors to the City, preserve our
history as an asset to the City, and educate everyone on aspects of our history
that are less well known. A small sign on a house where an important
Maldonian has lived is one way to do that. But these small markers are seldom
seen by anyone who does not live nearby or walk right up to the house. We
need more historical markers that are visible to a larger number of people.

•

Addressing a long-standing need. To my knowledge, with a small number of
exceptions, including work on the major monuments and Waitt’s Mount, no
effort has been put into Historical Markers per se since the 1970s. Many of the
markers created then no longer exist. Markers have gradually disappeared. It is
long past time to address this need—and showcase Malden’s unique history as
part of its attraction for residents and visitors.

PROJECT STATUS: (Please include what level of planning has already been
undertaken to inform the
proposal)
This project is in its early stages, as will be evident from the project
description. Development of this application is one step in nailing down the
details.
FOR HISTORIC RESOURCES PROJECTS:
Is the resource listed on the State Register of Historic Places? □ Yes □X No

(You can check designation at mhc-macris.net)
If no, has the Malden Historical Commission determined that the resource is
significant? □ Yes □ No (N/A?)
The Historical Commission certainly deems these particular sites to be of
historical significance, though I suspect that a site on which there is no historic
structure still standing is not eligible for a formal “significance” designation. I
will investigate this further.
FOR CPC USE:
DateReceived______________
Date Reviewed ______________
Date Applicant Notified______________
Eligible ______________
Potentially Eligible ______________ Not Eligible______________
More information Needed ______________
COMMENTS:

Project Narrative (See also the Pre-Application for Additional Background)
Explain your project in more detail providing a complete description of the project and its
proposed use relative to the CPA and the City of Malden. Please answer each question
fully and completely in this exact order.
1. Why should this project be approved for funding? How does this project meet the
CPC’s General Selection Criteria and the Specific Use Criteria in the Needs
Assessment. Please reference the Criteria and/or City planning documents such as the
Community Preservation Plan, Malden’s 2010 Open Space & Recreational Plan, City
Development Plan, Open Space and Recreation Plan, Malden’s Blueprint for Action, etc.
We propose to create permanent interpretive historical markers commemorating
Malden’s early industries, and to develop a process for creation of additional historical markers in
future years. The current application calls for a pilot project creating three to four markers
commemorating four businesses: The Coytemore grist mill (1640s), the Barrett Dye House and
Odiorne Nail Factory (1804-10), and the Boston Rubber Shoe Company (1850s).
Historical markers fall within the CPA Historic Preservation focus area, which calls for
“the development of historical resources that showcase Malden’s history to the largest possible
audience, including residents of Malden and beyond.”
2. Summarize the goals of the project and how they will be measured.
The goals of the project are to facilitate the responsible, consistent execution of highquality historical markers for the City of Malden AND to create, at three sites, high-quality,
durable, attractive, accessible, and historically accurate interpretive markers that are assets to the
City, reinforcing appreciation of our “strong past.”
Successful completion of a framework would include 2-4 types of markers identified
(such as freestanding interpretive signage, pole-mounted metal markers with brief text, metal
markers affixed to buildings, etc.). We would complete a prototype design for each of these and
then create instances of each type in future years depending on the needs of a particular site.
Successful completion of the markers would include execution of a set of markers in the
coming year that met all the criteria listed above and represented a productive collaboration
between the applicant, City departments, vendors, City Council, and the Malden Historical
Society.
3. Provide applicants & co-applicants background information: city residency, status individual, group, non- profit, corporation, city department, etc.). Describe the working
process, including the applicants’ functions in the project - managers, providers, etc.
Provide information about the previous participation in the CPA projects, especially in a
managerial role - who, how & what is/was the status of the projects. Indicate, if the
applicants have the experience in similar types of projects.
Applicants:

Linda Jean Thorsen. 24 Chestnut Street, Malden. 30-year Malden resident; freelance
commercial writer, masters-level historian, teaching assistant for history courses at Harvard
Extension School; member of the Board of the Malden Historical Society, 2015-present; Chair,
Malden Ward 3 Democratic Committee, 2016-present. Significant background in management of
development, design, and printing of marketing materials, software documentation, and other
product-related materials for technology companies.
Provisional co-applicant: City of Malden. If, as we currently assume, the markers will be
sited on public property, then the City of Malden would be closely involved in the project and
would become a co-applicant. The DPW, mayor’s office, and City Council would be involved in
approving individual markers, finalizing sites, and planning and executing installation.
Other associated groups that art not co-applicants but will likely provide advice and
support on this project:
o
o
o

Malden Historical Society
Malden Historical Commission
Malden Department of Public Works

4. Describe all attempts to secure funding (successful and unsuccessful). How was the
CPA amount determined? What will happen to the project if CPA funding is rejected or
reduced?
The CPA is an ideal source of funding for this project. That does not mean, however, that other
funds might be available for specific markers, depending on their nature. For example, one
organization we have identified fully funds creation of metal markers for properties on the
National Register. Other potential sources of funding remain to be investigated.
The CPA amount was a very rough estimate, and better estimates need to be created in the very
near future. If CPA funding is rejected, the applicants would work with the Malden Historical
Commission and Malden Historical Society to identify other possible sources of funding. The
type of marker might need to be more modest, providing less information. If CPA funding is
reduced, we would create fewer markers in the first year.
As mentioned in the pre-Application, the Malden Cultural Council could be a source of funds for
public programs related to the markers (exhibits, celebrations, etc.)
5. Include an implementation/construction plan describing the steps or phases for
completion, major milestones, the processes needed for approval and oversight for each
phase. Include the possible dates of receiving the CPA funds.
The research phase outlined in the pre-application would not require funding and could be executed with
volunteer labor. The following discussion will therefore focus on creation of the three markers.
For each marker, milestones would proceed roughly as follows:
Final marker location chosen

LJT, working with City officials, DPW and with other
board members of the Malden Historical Society, as
well as the appropriate City Councillor.

Expected
Completion
12/31/19

Information assembled to be
incorporated into panel design

Number of panels, sizes, etc.
finalized.

Panel design approved

Panels and metal frames
fabricated

LJT working with other board members of the
Malden Historical Society to assemble available
information and prioritize items to appear on the
interpretive panels.
The above group in consultation with an appropriate
graphic designer, based on information to be
incorporated.

Expected
Completion
2/29/20

The services of an appropriate graphic designer, to be
chosen. City Councillor for the specific ward in which
the marker would be installed would be involved in
approving the final marker design

Expected
Completion

The services of an appropriate vendor to be chosen.

Development of associated web
material, hosting site chosen, etc.

Material would likely be available from the City
website, though it might be hosted there or on the
Malden Historical Society site.

Installation planned and
scheduled

City officials, DPW, vendor

Web site live

LJT, Malden Historical Society, City web team

Installation complete, final
approval and signoffs

All

Expected
Completion
2/29/20

3/31/20
(Funds
needed to pay
graphic
designer)
Funds needed
to pay
fabricator
Expected
completion
4/30/20
Expected
Completion
3/31/20
Would the
city install?
Or another
vendor?
Expected
Completion
4/30/20
Expected
completion
by 5/31/20
Expected
completion
by 6/30/20

6. Outline the total budget for the project and how CPA funds will be spent. Include a
breakdown of all funding sources (and attach commitment letters). Please include
Itemization of all project costs, and proposed source for each line item. Make sure to
consider any administrative expenses required (appraisals, environmental assessments,
bidding requirements, copying, legal notices, etc.) and how they have been accounted
for in this budget. This is particularly necessary for construction and land acquisition
projects and may only include up to 10% of the budget. Please Note: Non-profit
organizations should also include a current financial statement.

A complete budget has not yet been created for this project. CPA funds will be spent on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graphic design and related costs (vendor to be chosen)
Fabrication of panels (“)
Fabrication of frames (“)
Site assessment before installation (to the extent necessary)
Installation of markers
Development and implementation of simple web-based content that can be referenced on
the markers
Related expenses incidental to the design and fabrication process, such as copying,
photography, photo duplication, etc.

Once decisions have been made about panel number and size, we can determine final costs for the
markers. We would likely use a single set of vendors for all markers.
Steps for creating a budget:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop estimates for creation of the markers (using Waitt’s Mount specs as a basis)
Finalize location and installation process required by the city
Develop a web plan
Develop a budget and timeline for each marker and for the project as a whole

7. Summarize (and attach) any feasibility reports that may have been prepared,
explaining all further actions that will be required for completion of the project such as
zoning, environmental assessment, permits, restrictions, agreements or other potential
impediments to implementation. Please include any potential secondary effects your
project may have on the city’s Operating budget. Are there any capital projects that rely
on the successful completion of your project? If ongoing maintenance is required, how
will it be funded?
Given the likely locations on city sidewalks, there should be no impediments to marker creation
and installation. We will work out exact locations in consultation with the DPW and the
appropriate City Councillor. I have attached documents provided to me by the MRA that show
the type and size of markers we would hope to create. These will be used as the basis for cost
estimates.
Markers will require minimal maintenance. Just like city trees, fire hydrants, bus stops and other
structures on sidewalks, they will require a little care during snow removal. Possible downstream
maintenance of markers would include addressing risks that might arise with any structure—
graffiti, physical damage, or the need to move the marker due to repair of sidewalks or underlying
infrastructure. During site selection, we would endeavor to anticipate and work around any shortterm plans and needs such as street/sidewalk repair, so that no extra costs are incurred.
8. Explain any benefits this project may have to our city, it's residents, and/or the
environment.
Important aspects of the city’s history may go unnoticed without markers to commemorate them. The key
benefit to the city is the markers’ ability to draw attention to significant aspects of Malden’s history—
especially those that may go unnoticed. This project will:

•
•
•
•

Add to Malden’s cultural assets (complementing efforts in the arts, etc.)
Spark an interest in history among residents of all ages
Lead to an appreciation of Malden’s long industrial history
Pave the way for future markers commemorating other aspects of the city’s history

9. For all projects, describe how the proposed project complies with all Americans
with Disabilities Act/ Massachusetts Architectural Access Board Regulations
(ADA/MAAB). For Historic Resources: describe how the project complies with the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, (as required by the CPA
legislation M.G.L. c. 44 under the definition of rehabilitation) and how the applicant
will ensure these standards are adhered to as the project progresses, including
identification of who will make historic preservation determinations.
The proposed project will most likely add markers on or adjacent to existing
sidewalks. Because we are not proposing to alter any existing structures, most aspects
of the accessibility requirements do not apply.
That said, we will work with appropriate authorities in the City to ensure that the
markers do not in any way hinder sidewalk accessibility and that the markers can be
visited and enjoyed by as wide an audience as possible. (For example, making sure
visitors in wheelchairs or walkers can view both sides of a given marker.) We will also
develop online information associated with the markers, enabling visitors to learn
more about the marker’s subject.
Our project falls into the category of historical preservation by commemorating
historical events/organizations/people that (in this case) no longer exist. Therefore,
we will not be altering historic structures and the “rehabilitation” definitions do not
apply.
10. In order for funding to be distributed, an appropriate deed restriction, meeting the
requirements of The Community Preservation Act, M.G.L. c. 44 pursuant to section 12
of the Community Preservation Act, must be filed with the CPC. Please also provide a
copy of the actual or proposed restrictions that will apply to this project along with
evidence that the proposed site is free of hazardous materials or that there is a plan for
assessment and/or remediation in place. Attach any documentation that proves control
over the site, such as a Purchase and Sales Agreement, option, or deed. If the applicant
does not have site control, explain how public benefits will be protected in perpetuity.
Any site chosen as the location for a marker will be assessed for feasibility of installation of a
stable marker to ensure that the marker is indeed permanent. We do not anticipate the need for
further deed restrictions, but will investigate any restrictions that may be needed for a marker on
public property in a project of this type.

Addendum 1:
Project Narrative (See also the Pre-Application for Additional Background)
Explain your project in more detail providing a complete description of the project and its
proposed use relative to the CPA and the City of Malden. Please answer each question
fully and completely in this exact order.
1. Why should this project be approved for funding? How does this project meet the
CPC’s General Selection Criteria and the Specific Use Criteria in the Needs
Assessment. Please reference the Criteria and/or City planning documents such as the
Community Preservation Plan, Malden’s 2010 Open Space & Recreational Plan, City
Development Plan, Open Space and Recreation Plan, Malden’s Blueprint for Action, etc.
We propose to create permanent interpretive historical markers commemorating
Malden’s early industries, and to develop a process for creation of additional historical markers in
future years. The current application calls for a pilot project creating three to four markers
commemorating four businesses: The Coytemore grist mill (1640s), the Barrett Dye House and
Odiorne Nail Factory (1804-10), and the Boston Rubber Shoe Company (1850s).
Historical markers fall within the CPA Historic Preservation focus area, which calls for
“the development of historical resources that showcase Malden’s history to the largest possible
audience, including residents of Malden and beyond.”
2. Summarize the goals of the project and how they will be measured.
The goals of the project are to facilitate the responsible, consistent execution of highquality historical markers for the City of Malden AND to create, at three sites, high-quality,
durable, attractive, accessible, and historically accurate interpretive markers that are assets to the
City, reinforcing appreciation of our “strong past.”
Successful completion of a framework would include 2-4 types of markers identified
(such as freestanding interpretive signage, pole-mounted metal markers with brief text, metal
markers affixed to buildings, etc.). We would complete a prototype design for each of these and
then create instances of each type in future years depending on the needs of a particular site.
Successful completion of the markers would include execution of a set of markers in the
coming year that met all the criteria listed above and represented a productive collaboration
between the applicant, City departments, vendors, City Council, and the Malden Historical
Society.
3. Provide applicants & co-applicants background information: city residency, status individual, group, non- profit, corporation, city department, etc.). Describe the working
process, including the applicants’ functions in the project - managers, providers, etc.
Provide information about the previous participation in the CPA projects, especially in a

managerial role - who, how & what is/was the status of the projects. Indicate, if the
applicants have the experience in similar types of projects.
Applicants:
Linda Jean Thorsen. 24 Chestnut Street, Malden. 30-year Malden resident; freelance
commercial writer, masters-level historian, teaching assistant for history courses at Harvard
Extension School; member of the Board of the Malden Historical Society, 2015-present; Chair,
Malden Ward 3 Democratic Committee, 2016-present. Significant background in management of
development, design, and printing of marketing materials, software documentation, and other
product-related materials for technology companies.
Provisional co-applicant: City of Malden. If, as we currently assume, the markers will be
sited on public property, then the City of Malden would be closely involved in the project and
would become a co-applicant. The DPW, mayor’s office, and City Council would be involved in
approving individual markers, finalizing sites, and planning and executing installation.
Other associated groups that art not co-applicants but will likely provide advice and
support on this project:
o
o
o

Malden Historical Society
Malden Historical Commission
Malden Department of Public Works

4. Describe all attempts to secure funding (successful and unsuccessful). How was the
CPA amount determined? What will happen to the project if CPA funding is rejected or
reduced?
The CPA is an ideal source of funding for this project. That does not mean, however, that other
funds might be available for specific markers, depending on their nature. For example, one
organization we have identified fully funds creation of metal markers for properties on the
National Register. Other potential sources of funding remain to be investigated.
The CPA amount was a very rough estimate, and better estimates need to be created in the very
near future. If CPA funding is rejected, the applicants would work with the Malden Historical
Commission and Malden Historical Society to identify other possible sources of funding. The
type of marker might need to be more modest, providing less information. If CPA funding is
reduced, we would create fewer markers in the first year.
As mentioned in the pre-Application, the Malden Cultural Council could be a source of funds for
public programs related to the markers (exhibits, celebrations, etc.)
5. Include an implementation/construction plan describing the steps or phases for
completion, major milestones, the processes needed for approval and oversight for each
phase. Include the possible dates of receiving the CPA funds.

The research phase outlined in the pre-application would not require funding and could
be executed with volunteer labor. The following discussion will therefore focus on
creation of the three markers.

For each marker, milestones would proceed roughly as follows:
Final marker location
chosen

LJT, working with City officials, DPW and
with other board members of the Malden
Historical Society, as well as the appropriate
City Councillor.

Information assembled to be LJT working with other board members of
incorporated into panel
the Malden Historical Society to assemble
design
available information and prioritize items to
appear on the interpretive panels.
Number of panels, sizes,
etc. finalized.

The above group in consultation with an
appropriate graphic designer, based on
information to be incorporated.

Panel design approved

The services of an appropriate graphic
designer, to be chosen. City Councillor for
the specific ward in which the marker would
be installed would be involved in approving
the final marker design

Funds
needed to
pay
graphic
designer

Panels and metal frames
fabricated

The services of an appropriate vendor to be
chosen.

Funds
needed to
pay
fabricator

Development of associated
web material, hosting site
chosen, etc.

Material would likely be available from the
City website, though it might be hosted there
or on the Malden Historical Society site.

Installation planned and
scheduled

City officials, DPW

Final approval / signoff

All

Would the
city
install? Or
another
vendor?

6. Outline the total budget for the project and how CPA funds will be spent. Include a
breakdown of all funding sources (and attach commitment letters). Please include
Itemization of all project costs, and proposed source for each line item. Make sure to
consider any administrative expenses required (appraisals, environmental assessments,
bidding requirements, copying, legal notices, etc.) and how they have been accounted
for in this budget. This is particularly necessary for construction and land acquisition

projects and may only include up to 10% of the budget. Please Note: Non-profit
organizations should also include a current financial statement.
A complete budget has not yet been created for this project. CPA funds will be spent on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graphic design and related costs (vendor to be chosen)
Fabrication of panels (“)
Fabrication of frames (“)
Site assessment before installation (to the extent necessary)
Installation of markers
Development and implementation of simple web-based content that can be referenced on
the markers
Related expenses incidental to the design and fabrication process, such as copying,
photography, photo duplication, etc.

Once decisions have been made about panel number and size, we can determine final costs for the
markers. We would likely use a single set of vendors for all markers.
Steps for creating a budget:
5.
6.
7.
8.

Develop estimates for creation of the markers (using Waitt’s Mount specs as a basis)
Finalize location and installation process required by the city
Develop a web plan
Develop a budget and timeline for each marker and for the project as a whole

7. Summarize (and attach) any feasibility reports that may have been prepared,
explaining all further actions that will be required for completion of the project such as
zoning, environmental assessment, permits, restrictions, agreements or other potential
impediments to implementation. Please include any potential secondary effects your
project may have on the city’s Operating budget. Are there any capital projects that rely
on the successful completion of your project? If ongoing maintenance is required, how
will it be funded?
Given the likely locations on city sidewalks, there should be no impediments to marker creation
and installation. We will work out exact locations in consultation with the DPW and the
appropriate City Councillor. I have attached documents provided to me by the MRA that show
the type and size of markers we would hope to create. These will be used as the basis for cost
estimates.
Markers will require minimal maintenance. Just like city trees, fire hydrants, bus stops and other
structures on sidewalks, they will require a little care during snow removal. Possible downstream
maintenance of markers would include addressing risks that might arise with any structure—
graffiti, physical damage, or the need to move the marker due to repair of sidewalks or underlying
infrastructure. During site selection, we would endeavor to anticipate and work around any shortterm plans and needs such as street/sidewalk repair, so that no extra costs are incurred.
8. Explain any benefits this project may have to our city, it's residents, and/or the
environment.

Important aspects of the city’s history may go unnoticed without markers to
commemorate them. The key benefit to the city is the markers’ ability to draw attention
to significant aspects of Malden’s history—especially those that may go unnoticed. This
project will:
•
•
•
•

Add to Malden’s cultural assets (complementing efforts in the arts, etc.)
Spark an interest in history among residents of all ages
Lead to an appreciation of Malden’s long industrial history
Pave the way for future markers commemorating other aspects of the city’s
history

9. For all projects, describe how the proposed project complies with all Americans
with Disabilities Act/ Massachusetts Architectural Access Board Regulations
(ADA/MAAB). For Historic Resources: describe how the project complies with the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, (as required by the CPA
legislation M.G.L. c. 44 under the definition of rehabilitation) and how the applicant
will ensure these standards are adhered to as the project progresses, including
identification of who will make historic preservation determinations.
The proposed project will most likely add markers on or adjacent to existing
sidewalks. Because we are not proposing to alter any existing structures, most aspects
of the accessibility requirements do not apply.
That said, we will work with appropriate authorities in the City to ensure that the
markers do not in any way hinder sidewalk accessibility and that the markers can be
visited and enjoyed by as wide an audience as possible. (For example, making sure
visitors in wheelchairs or walkers can view both sides of a given marker.) We will also
develop online information associated with the markers, enabling visitors to learn
more about the marker’s subject.
Our project falls into the category of historical preservation by commemorating
historical events/organizations/people that (in this case) no longer exist. Therefore,
we will not be altering historic structures and the “rehabilitation” definitions do not
apply.
10. In order for funding to be distributed, an appropriate deed restriction, meeting the
requirements of The Community Preservation Act, M.G.L. c. 44 pursuant to section 12
of the Community Preservation Act, must be filed with the CPC. Please also provide a
copy of the actual or proposed restrictions that will apply to this project along with
evidence that the proposed site is free of hazardous materials or that there is a plan for
assessment and/or remediation in place. Attach any documentation that proves control
over the site, such as a Purchase and Sales Agreement, option, or deed. If the applicant
does not have site control, explain how public benefits will be protected in perpetuity.
Any site chosen as the location for a marker will be assessed for feasibility of installation of a
stable marker to ensure that the marker is indeed permanent. We do not anticipate the need for
further deed restrictions, but will investigate any restrictions that may be needed for a marker on
public property in a project of this type.

ATTACHMENTS:
Addendum 1:
(MRA)

“Exterior Signs” Descriptions and Project Specs from Waitt’s Mount Project

Addendum 2:

“Structure for Signs…” From Waitt’s Mount Project (Shadley Associates, PC)

SECTION 10400
EXTERIOR/INTERIOR SIGNS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01

RELATED DOCUMENTS

A.

The General Documents, as listed on the Table of Contents, and applicable parts of Division
1, GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, shall be included in and made a part of this Section.

B.

Examine all Contract Documents and all other Sections of the Specifications for requirements
therein affecting the work of this trade.

1.02

SUMMARY

A.

The Contractor shall furnish all materials, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals to fabricate
and install all Signing as described herein.

B.

The Contractor shall fabricate and install signs as indicated in the drawings and schedules
attached and as specified herein.

1.03
A.

1.04
A.
1.05
A.

B.

INSPECTION OF SITE
The Contractor shall visit the site of the proposed work and fully acquaint himself with
existing conditions and should fully inform himself as to the facilities involved and the
difficulties and restrictions attending the performance of the Contract, prior to submitting his
price quotation.
PRICE QUOTATIONS
The Contractor is required to hold to unit prices for 1 year following acceptance of
installation by Owner in writing.
SUBMITTALS
Project Schedule
1.

Upon execution of the Contract, the Contractor shall submit a complete project
schedule to include, as a minimum, the following:
a.
Shop Drawing Submittal
_____________ Date
b.
Sample Submittals
_____________ Date
c.
Begin Fabrication
_____________ Date
d.
Begin Installation
_____________ Date
e.
Completion of Installation
_____________ Date

2.

The Sign Contractor shall submit periodic updates to the Owner indicating any
deviation from the agreed upon project schedule and the completion date.

Shop Drawings
1.
2.

The Contractor shall submit shop drawings for all Sign Types.

Shop drawings are drawings by the Contractor with details at full or half-size for use in
actual fabrication. Shop drawings detail the work that is to be done and the materials,
Malden Redevelopment Authority
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fasteners and fabrication methods to be used in executing that work. Copies of
Designer's Detail Drawings will not be accepted as shop drawings.
3.

C.

1.06
A.

1.07

The Contractor shall verify measurements in the field (VIF) and indicate them on the
shop drawings. Fabrication shall not proceed unless field dimensions have been
verified and shop drawings approved.

Samples
1.

Sample Submittals are in addition to quantities shown in drawings. They are record
project samples to be kept on file at the Architect's office.

2.

Submit samples of colors on all substrates specified for each Sign Type.

3.

Submit a minimum of 1 sample per panel for all DHPL graphic panels.

4.

Submit full workmanship samples of the following:
a.
12 x 24 representative sample of sign structure

REFERENCE STANDARDS
The work shall conform to the codes and standards of the following agencies as further cited
herein:
1.

AA: Aluminum Association, 818 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006.

2.

ADAAG: Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines

3.

ANSI: American National Standards Institute

4.

ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103 as published in "Compilation of ASTM Standards in Building Codes"

5.

AWI: Architectural Woodworking Institute “Quality Standards”

6.

UL: Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Publication Stock, 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook,
IL 60062.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

The approved manufacturer shall have at least five years of experience in the type of work
required; shall have a reputation for doing satisfactory work on time; and shall have recently
successfully completed similar work.

B.

The Drawings in this Bid Package are for design intent only. The Contractor is
responsible for the proper engineering of all items. The internal structure, dimensions and
specifications for all items shall be indicated in the Contractor's shop drawings. Sign
Contractor to engineer signs to proper level to withstand abuses of their environment.

C.

The Contractor shall inform the Architect and Owner of any product and/or material
deficiencies or incompatibilities that will prevent the signs from withstanding the conditions
and abuses of their environment.

1.08
A.

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

Deliver and store work under this Section in a manner to prevent cracking or stress of
components and to prevent mechanical damage or damage by the elements.
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B.
1.09

Deliver work under this Section to Site in ample time to avoid delay in job progress and at
such times as to permit proper coordination of the various parts.
GUARANTEES

A.

Attention is directed to provisions of the GENERAL CONDITIONS regarding guarantees and
warranties for work under this Contract.

B.

Manufacturers shall provide their standard guarantees for work under this Section. However,
such guarantees shall be in addition to and not in lieu of all other liabilities which
manufacturers and Contractors may have by law or by other provisions of the Contract
Documents.

C.

Contractor shall guarantee all work under this Contract for a period of not less than one year
during which time the Contractor shall maintain and service all signs provided under this
Contract.

D.

Contractor shall provide to the Owner, in writing, specific product warranties for DHPL
panels, as indicated in the Drawings and Specifications below.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.01
A.

B.

MATERIALS
Aluminum
1.

Aluminum plate for all signs shall conform to ASTM-B209, Alloy 6061-T6 to thickness
indicated on drawings.

2.

Aluminum extrusions for all signs shall conform to ASTM-B221 Alloy 6061-T6 to
dimensions and thickness indicated on drawings.

3.

Aluminum shall be of best commercial quality and their various forms shall be straight
and true. There shall be no scratches, scars, creases or buckles.

4.

Stencil cut aluminum shall be cut from sheet aluminum. Letters shall be cut true to
form, with no irregularities. Remove all burrs and rough spots. Finish all edges same
as sign face.

5.

Cast aluminum shall be solid aluminum, no scrap permitted. Cast aluminum shall be
free of all porosity, with sharp corners, flat and accurate profiles. All exposed welds
shall be filed smooth with all tool marks removed by fine abrasive grain air blasting or
other approved method. All burrs and rough spots shall be removed and faces shall be
polished to a uniform high luster finish. Aluminum shall be mechanically sanded and
degreased prior to receiving finish. All coatings shall be true to form with no
irregularities.

6.

Where aluminum is shop fabricated, all joints, returns and the like shall be properly
joined together and welded edges shall be ground smooth to proper aluminum finish.

7.

Aluminum in contact with dissimilar metals shall have bituminous or other protective
coating to prevent electrolytic action.

Welding
1.

Welding materials and practices shall conform to the requirements of the latest edition
of American Welding Society code for steel and aluminum. Shop welders shall be
certified by AWS. Welding rods shall be of a composition compatible to the base metal
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being welded. Welding rods for structural steel shall be an E70 category. Welding of
aluminum shall be the MIG process, using ER-5356 wire.
2.

C.

D.

E.

Fabrication shall be accomplished using the highest standards of workmanship. All
pieces shall be saw cut and carefully fit together. All visible connections shall be full
welded and ground flush and smooth. All visible surfaces and connections shall be
without visible grounding marks, surface differentiation or variation.

Hardware
1.

Anchor bolts shall conform to ASTM-A576 with a minimum yield strength of 50,000
PSI. Hexagonal nuts and washers shall be furnished with each bolt.

2.

High strength bolts (other than anchor bolts), nuts and washers shall conform to ASTMA325.

3.

All hardware shall be galvanized per ASTM-A153 requirements.

4.

Where mechanical fasteners and hardware are required, they shall be of adequate
thickness, length and construction to properly secure the sign unit. Any visible portion
of any mounting device shall be finished to match adjacent sign surface, unless
otherwise specified.

5.

Metal fasteners and hardware in contact with dissimilar metals shall have a protective
coating or neoprene shields to prevent electrolytic action.

6.

Lock cylinders shall be interchangeable core pin tumblers with nickel silver keys; all
locks to be keyed alike. Locks to be flush with adjacent cabinetry as indicated in the
Drawings. Pained finish to match color and finish of adjacent cabinetry. Provide five
sets of keys.

7.

Mobile Cable Systems fasteners are by Mobile Cable Systems, Chicago, IL.

8.

Tri Pyramid Fasteners are by Tri Pyramid Structures, Inc., Westford, MA

Digital High Pressure Laminate
1.

Digital graphic surface papers encapsulated with melamine resins are pressed over
recycled post-consumer kraft paper core sheets impregnated with phenolic resin.

2.

Sheets are bonded at pressures greater than 1200 pounds per square inch at
temperatures approaching 300°F (149°C).

3.

DHPL panels are by iZone Imaging, Temple, TX.

Adhesives
1.

Where adhesive mounting techniques are specified, the Contractor shall use adhesives
specifically designed for compatibility with the base materials and the desired adhesive
strength. All adhesives shall be tested on site. All adhesives shall be indicated in the
shop drawings.

2.

Surfaces on which Signing is to be installed using adhesive shall be free of grease, oil,
or any other residue.

3.

Foam tape shall be 1/32" thick, high density open cell double coated polyurethane
foam tape, Scotch Mount #4016 by 3M Co., St. Paul, MN, or approved equal.
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2.02
A.

B.

4.

VHB tape shall be double coated acrylic foam tape #4920 by 3M Co., St. Paul, MN, or
approved equal.

5.

Provide necessary amounts of clear silicone sealant or grout for use in pin mounting.

FINISHES
Paints
1.

Paints for metal signs shall be finished with acrylic polyurethane semi-gloss enamel as
manufactured by Matthews Paint Co., Wheeling, Ill., or approved equal.

2.

All surfaces shall be cleaned, primed and pre-treated according to manufacturer's
specifications and noted in Shop Drawings as part of the finished surface work.

CONCRETE FOOTINGS
1.

Site Preparation and Restoration
a.

2.

Within existing concrete sidewalks the Contractor shall demolish an area of
concrete sidewalk sufficient to accomplish required construction for concrete
footings. Disturbance to existing conditions shall be held to the absolute
minimum necessary to accomplish the work. Areas disturbed shall be restored
and finished flush with sidewalk

Materials and Construction
a.

Air-entrained Class D cement concrete masonry shall comply with Section 901
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Public Works, "Standard
Specifications for Highways and Bridges," 1973 and current amendments.

b.

Concrete shall have a minimum compressive strength of 4,000 psi at 28 days.

c.

Installation of Class D cement concrete including formwork, finishing, protection
and curing of concrete shall conform to requirements of Section 901 of the
"Standard Specifications".

d.

Reinforcing bars shall be deformed bars rolled from new billet steel conforming
to ASTM-A615, Grade 60. Include tie wire and accessories as required.

e.

Grouting called for on the drawings shall be performed with Five Star Grout as
manufactured by U.S. Grout Corporation or approved equal. The grout must
show no shrinkage under ASTM C-827 and CRD-C-621, and must contain no
expansive cements or metallic powers such as aluminum or iron filings.
Preparation of surfaces, mixing, placing and curing of grout shall be in
accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01
A.

PREPARATION AND INSPECTION
All surfaces to receive work shall be prepared and finished by the respective trades. The Sign
Contractor shall notify the Designer if surfaces or openings are not satisfactory to receive this
work. Commencement of work by Sign Contractor shall constitute acceptance of conditions
and surfaces. Subsequent work not accepted by the Designer shall be replaced at no
additional cost to the Owner.
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B.

Prior to installation of all sign types each type shall be verified in field as to meet field
conditions. Sign Contractor shall notify Architect if corresponding room name and number
signs do not meet field conditions.

C.

All work shall be performed in accordance with a written schedule agreed on by Owner,
Contractor, Designer and Sign Installer. In any case where work cannot be completed on
schedule, the Contractor shall supply temporary signs at no additional expense to the Owner.

D.

All work shall be subject to inspection and approval by the Designer in the shop or field at
any reasonable time. Provide at least 72 hours notice for Designer's inspection of complete
fabricated signs before delivery.

3.02
A.

3.03

WORKMANSHIP, PERFORMANCE
All work shall present clean, straight sharply defined lines, free from defects impairing
strength or durability, and shall be performed in a shop where the grade of work is of a
quality acceptable to the Designer. All work shall be installed plumb, straight, square, level
and in proper elevation plane, location, and alignment with other work. All work shall be
designed for adjustment to field variations, fitted with proper joints and intersections, and
adequately anchored in place. All workmanship and finishes shall be of best quality in every
particular, strictly in accordance with best practice. All work shall be complete in every
detail. Finish work shall be subject to approval by the Designer.
INSTALLATION / APPLICATION / ERECTION

A.

Members shall be shop-fabricated, and where practical, all work shall be delivered to the site
completely assembled. All joints of such fabricated work shall be completely smooth without
apparent marks showing throughout the finish. All work "broken down" shall be erected so
that all parts fit accurately with hairline joints.

B.

Unless otherwise shown on the Drawings, all members shall be continuous lengths without
seams. Work shall be formed to profiles indicated on the Drawings.

C.

Where material lengths require joints, all joints shall be flush. Similar materials at joints shall
be either bonded or welded together, or shall be lap jointed to provide for expansion. All
joints to be lightproof.

D.

Protect adjacent or adjoining surfaces and work from damage during installation in this
section.

E.

Work shall be designed and anchored so that work will neither be distorted nor the fasteners
overstressed from expansion and contraction of metal or other materials as applicable.

3.04

CLEANING AND PROTECTION

A.

At completion, all work shall be checked over, re-adjusted, and left in first class condition.
Signs shall be cleaned with non-abrasive cleaning agents without damage to sign surfaces.

B.

Manufacturer shall provide Owner with information on cleaning and maintenance
recommendations for all signs.

C.

Names, stamps and decals of manufacturers, installers or maintainers of signs shall not be
visible in the finish work.

3.05
A.

PERMITS
Sign Contractor shall obtain all permits required by Local Authorities for installation of signs.
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3.06
A.

AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
Sign Contractor to provide as-built drawings for building engineer/management use.
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Key Plan
Not to Scale

Panel 2
Panel 3
SL-2

SL-1

Panel 1
Panel 4

Location Plan
Not to Scale
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Waitt’s Mount Interpretive Graphic Display
Qty:

2 structures, 4 unique graphic panels

Artwork: To be provided by Designer on disc in Adobe Illustrator CS5
Color:

Structure - Black

Materials and Finishes:
Digital high pressure laminate (DHPL) by iZone Imaging,
Temple, TX, or approved equal
Fabricated double sided aluminum structure with painted finish

3'-6 1/2"
2'-10"

3/4" 3 1/2"

1/2" x 3 3/4" x 3 3/4" caps
painted black

2"

1 1/2"

3 1/2" 3/4"

2'-4 1/2"

2"

6'-6"

Graphic panel

4'-0"

3'-3"

A
12

A

Front Elevation
Scale: 3/4" = 1' - 0"
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2'-10"
2'-7 1/2" opening

1 1/4"

4'-0"

1 1/4"

3'-9 1/2" opening

1 1/4"

1 1/4"

Removable aluminum frame
Graphic panel

A

Panel Layout
Scale = 1 1/2" = 1'-0"
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3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x 1/4" aluminum tube,
with capped ends, painted black
1/4" alum bar mechanically fastened to alum tube
with countersunk hardware as required, painted black

2 1/2"

3 1/2"

1/2" x 2" alum bar mechanically fastened
to sign frame and plug welded to fastening bar

1 1/4" x 1 1/4" alum channel frame
with welded corners
1/2" thick DHPL panel mechanically
fastened to channel frame with bracing as required
1 1/4" x 5/8" removable alum angle frame
with champfered edges welded, ground smooth,
and painted black
Mechanically fastened to graphic panel
with set screws or countersunk hardware,
painted black

A

Horizontal Section
Scale = 3" = 1'-0"
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Shadley Associates, P.C.
Landscape Architects and Site Planning Consultants
1730 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, Massachusetts 02420-5301

T. 781- 652- 8809
F. 781- 862- 2687

SUBMITTAL REVIEW FORM
PROJECT:

Waitt’s Mount Site Improvements

DATE RECEIVED: 10/1/2013
CONTRACTOR:

DATE RETURNED:

12011.0
10/2/2013

Argus Construction Corp.

SHOP DRAWING NUMBER:

155.2

SPECIFICATION SECTION OR DRAWING NUMBER:
DESCRIPTION:

SA PROJECT NO:

10400

Structure for Signs: Interpretive, City Officials, and Entry Signs
NO EXCEPTIONS TAKEN
CONDITIONAL – SEE REMARKS
REVISE AND RESUBMIT – SEE REMARKS
REJECTED – SEE REMARKS

Landscape Architect’s review is for general conformance with the design concept and contract
documents. Approval of a particular element does not constitute approval of an entire assembly of
which the element is a part. Markings or comments shall not be construed as relieving the Contractor
from compliance with the project plans and specifications, nor departures therefrom. The Contractor
remains responsible for details and accuracy, for confirming and correlating all quantities and
dimensions, for selecting fabrication processes, for techniques of assembly, and for performing his or
her work in a safe manner. Contractor to verify all dimensions and relations to other work before
fabrication and/or installations. Contractor to verify all dimensions in the field.

REMARKS:
1. See Markups on attached pdf. by Roll Barresi Associates.
2. SunShine Sign will coordinate with Fossil to adjust all sign panels as required to fit
into the frames. See attached email.
3. Frame sizes will be:
a. 24” x 36” for sign F7 and G8.
b. 2’-10” x 4’-0” for the Interpretive Panels H10.
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eing a steward means taking responsibility for the care and
protection of a place worth preserving. Waitt’s Mount is the
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perfect example of such a place in our community.
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completed in 2013, renovated and protected many of the unique
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to enjoy this special site! Our efforts to maintain and preserve this
park will assure that generations of Maldonians will have a beautiful,
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A
Annual
C
Cleanup Day
E
Each
spring, along with local leaders
and politicians, volunteers gather for the
a
annual Waitt’s Mount cleanup. But all
a
vvisitors can help. Maintaining the park is
extremely important. By not littering
e
you can help protect wildlife, keep trash
out of the city’s water sources, keep
visitors safe from harmful debris,
discourage rodents and mosquitoes,
and keep Waitt’s Mount beautiful.
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A Park on Waitt’s Mount

T

he town government first voted to purchase the land and make
Waitt’s Mount a park and recreational site in 1869. The original

plans called for Mount Prospect Park (as Waitt’s Mount was known)
to reach from Main Street to Lebanon Street, and from Forest Street

D E V I L’ S WA L K I N G S T I C K

to Salem Street. The originally planned area was as large as New
York’s Central Park.
The park became a part of civic life in Malden. In 1875,
town selectmen launched a hot air balloon from the summit for the
4th of July celebration, and in March 1885, the inauguration of

A rock outcrop is an exposed rock formation
that protrudes through the Earth’s crust and
rises above the surface of the surrounding land.
The Waitt’s Mount rock outcrop is composed
of Lynn Volcanic Complex, a type of rock found
north of Boston between the northern border
fault and Walden Pond fault.

During WWII, the War Department
repurposed Waitt’s Mount as an anti-aircraft
coastal defense site with a battalion of ten
gunners. The park department house (left)
was fitted for Army use as barracks.

A rain garden is a shallow depression
that is planted with grasses and plants.
Rain gardens capture stormwater runoff,
treating the water as it inﬁltrates the
ground. By planting a rain garden, we
are reducing pollution generated by

BASKETBALL
COURT

General Douglas MacArthur.
cars and people on Waitt’s Mount.
During rain storms, runoff will flow into
the rain garden and pollutants will be
filtered as the runoff infiltrates, thereby
reducing both pollutants and runoff to
areas further downstream.

Although no structures from the park’s history remain,

O

These gunners are using .50 caliber machine
guns —typical of the era when Waitt’s Mount
was a coastal defense site.

Geological Time Clock

on the east side of the Mystic River, known as Mystic Side. The party

a rock outcrop situated on 10.6 acres of parkland and

climbed Waitt’s Mount and the Middlesex Fells to survey the area

arrived from England and settled on Mountain Avenue, a road

The summit presents spectacular views of downtown Malden,

running along the southwest side of Mount Prospect (Waitt’s Mount).

NA

RD

ST

The stone walls at Waitt’s
Mount date from the
1930s. They are a part of
the site’s WPA projects
that included the loop road
and a drainage system.

A Park for Everyone

Native Plants

Adventure Playground

Typical Stonework

There are many activities to try at Waitt’s Mount. Enjoy a
stroll along the Loop Walk, take the accessible route from
here to the Tower Ring, play a game of basketball, have
a picnic, hike to the summit, or try birdwatching. There’s
something for everyone to enjoy at Waitt’s Mount!

The reintroduction of native plants on Waitt’s Mount
is a key element of the park’s restoration. These plants
thrive in the highly variable Massachusetts climate, so
they are less likely to be overtaken by invasive and
undesirable plant species.

The Adventure Playground uses natural materials, including
climbing boulders, tree stumps, and granite benches. The
playground features a variety of climbing and balance activities
that will challenge children and help them gain a better
understanding of the natural world. It’s also a lot of fun!

WPA workers built stone walls and walkways
for the park in a style typical of WPA projects
in this area. The stone is ashlar granite.

“WPA workmen have built roads and paths and walls, have
constructed rustic bridges and benches, have built open stone
fireplaces and laid out picnic grounds.”
—Malden News, July 7, 1937
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1871
Waitt’s Mount seen from the
Methodist Church belfry.

1795
Plan of Malden created
by Richard T. Ricker in 1939,
compiled from Deloraine
Corey’s History of Malden

the Battle of Bunker Hill on June 17, 1775, and the final departure of
the British Fleet from Boston on St. Patrick’s Day, 1776. Many years

shared and complex ecosystem.

This rock outcrop is composed
of Lynn Volcanic Complex, which
dates from the Proterozoic Era
(2.5 billion years ago to 542 million
years ago), the most recent part of
the Precambrian Era (which spans
from 4.6 billion years ago to 542
million years ago). The chart to the
left shows the geological history
of the Earth. On this chart, Ga
stands for one billion years, and
Ma for one million years.

later, Maldonians witnessed the Great Fire of Chelsea in 1908.

ABOVE LEFT: COURTESY OF MALDEN PUBLIC LIBRARY; ABOVE RIGHT: AIDEN L. RIPLEY, COURTESY OF WINCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY; BELOW: NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Top of Panel: Panoramic view
from the top of Waitt’s Mount,
with Boston in the distance

1 OCT 13

Revised

In this map, the city is
viewed from the south looking
toward Waitt’s Mount. Main
Street and the Malden River
run down the center of the
map. In 1882, Malden was
incorporated as a city.

A number of historical events were witnessed from Waitt’s

fauna are living reminders that even in the city, our habitat is a

LOGO: NATIONAL ARCHIVES; INSET PHOTO: SHADLEY ASSOCIATES

SITE PLAN, RAIN GARDEN DIAGRAM, AND PANORAMA: SHADLEY ASSOCIATES

LEO

1881

Mount, including the British retreat from Concord on April 19, 1775,

history of the Earth and connects us to the past. The flora and

WPA Projects
The Works Progress Administration
(WPA) was a federally funded jobs
program under President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. The program funded
large-scale building projects, including
the rehabilitation of Waitt’s Mount. WPA
workers built drains and culverts to
prevent flooding of nearby homes, and
added the loop road around the summit
base from Leonard Street.

Revised
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In 1638, John Wayte, for whom Waitt’s Mount is named,

peaceful natural setting among interesting plants and wildlife.
Spot Pond, and the Boston skyline.

(1935–1938)

1

for settlers from Charlestown.

Waitt’s Mount offers visitors a unique open space and a

on Waitt’s Mount.

The following year, Governor Winthrop led an exploration

ne half mile north of Malden Center lies Waitt’s Mount,

The ancient rock outcrop provides a glimpse into the

ENTRY FROM
LEONARD ST

n 1629, under orders of Governor Endicott, early settlers Ralph,
Richard and William Sprague left Salem to find land for the

or Charlestown.

the highest elevation in Malden. In this densely populated city,

tower (1935-1945), and a USGS summit marker can still be found

Cultural
Heritage
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Waitt’s Mount, they wound their way to the Mishawum peninsula,

A Mountain in Malden

granite foundation blocks from the standpipe, iron studs from a fire

RAIN GARDEN

History of Waitt’s Mount
Native American trail. Skirting the bottom of what is currently

a grove of newly planted pine trees was dedicated in honor of Army

Rain Gardens
YO
A U
R
ER E
E

humans. Devil’s Walking Stick
is thickly covered with sharp
thorns, and the oils from
Poison Ivy can cause allergic
rashes in many people. As
part of the restoration of
Waitt’s Mount, many noxious
and invasive plants have
been removed.

P L A N T S A N D A N I M A L S O N WA I T T ’ S M O U N T
SUGAR MAPLE
Acer saccharum

RE D OAK
Quercus rubra

G R AY B I R C H
Betula populifolia

FLOWE R I N G D O GWO O D R H O D O D E N D R O N
Cornus florida
Rhododendron sp

B L ACK E YE D SUSAN
Rudbeckia hirta

L A N C E L E A F T I C K S E E D N U T H AT C H
Sitta carolinensis
Coreopsis lanceolata

E A STE R N SCR E ECH OWL R E D -TA I L E D H A W K
Megascops asio
Buteo jamaicensis

RE D FOX
Vulpes vulpes

R ACCOON
Procyon lotor

E A S T E R N C O T T O N TA I L R E D S Q U I R R E L
Sylvilagus floridanus
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

Captain John Wayte (1618–1693)
John Wayte was the son-in-law
of Joseph Hills, who named Malden
for his hometown of Mauldon,
England. For nineteen years, Wayte
represented the town in the General
Court (which was the governing

body of the Massachusetts Bay
colony). He also served as the town
clerk for thirty-five years, and as a
captain in the local militia. He is
buried in Bell Rock Cemetery.
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Massachusetts Bay Colony. Their party took the Salem Path, an old

Grover Cleveland was celebrated with a hundred-gun salute. In 1942,

H

POISON IVY

Devil’s Walking Stick and
Poison Ivy are two noxious
plant species found on Waitt’s
Mount. Although they are
native to Massachusetts, they
are considered undesirable
because their aggressive
growth habits compete with
other native plant species
and they pose hazards to

Rock Outcrop

Army Takes
Over (1941–1945)

MALDEN PRESS, 12 DEC 1941
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TO BOSTON
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A standpipe, or water tower,
was built on Waitt’s Mount in
1889. At the time, it was the
largest water reserve tank in
the United States, measuring
thirty-five feet high and
seventy-five feet in diameter,
with a capacity of more than
one million gallons. The
standpipe supplemented the
city’s water supply.

peaceful and natural sanctuary for years to come.
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were cleared and new trails were added to provide diverse pathways
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habitat was restored by clearing out invasive plant species and
planting a variety of native species. Many of the existing trails on site
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cultural and natural features found on the site! Natural wildlife
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At left is an 1859 etching from
Deloraine Corey’s History of Malden,
and above is a photo from the early
20th century.

This site is worthy of our care in many ways. Its rich cultural
history dates to the 17th century, the time of John Wayte, while its
R
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On June 17, 1775, many residents of Malden watched
the Battle of Bunker Hill (which actually took place on
nearby Breed’s Hill) from Waitt’s Mount. This was a
safe viewing location while British forces fired on
houses along the Mystic River.

—Deloraine P. Corey, Malden Historian, 1899
FROM COREY’S TWO CENTURIES AND A HALF IN MALDEN

An outdoor recreation camp opened on July
16, 1920, near the current location of the
basketball court. The camp provided fresh
air and supervised summer vacations for
Malden’s children. It was supported through
an annual “Carnation Day” fundraiser by local
women’s clubs, Elks, and other civic groups.
The camp closed in 1964.

Stewardship of the Park

Battle of Bunker Hill

“Standing upon the rocky crest of Wayte’s Mount in the early morn,
I looked upon a sea of mist that filled, almost to its brim, the valley below.”

NORMAN B. LEVENTHAL MAP CENTER AT BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

H
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According to USGS (U.S. Geological
Survey), the elevation at the summit of
Waitt’s Mount is 210 feet / 64 meters
above sea level. In comparison,
Malden Center lies at just 23 feet /
7 meters above sea level. Although it
is the highest peak in Malden, the
highest peaks in Massachusetts are
to the west, in Berkshire County.
(All elevations on chart are
from USGS.)

LEFT: FROM COREY’S HISTORY OF MALDEN; RIGHT: COURTESY OF MALDEN PUBLIC LIBRARY
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How Tall is
Waitt’s Mount?

“…a hill rich in history and memories that looms above Malden like an ancient protective guardian.”
—Malden News, October 25, 1957

Summer Camp

Squaw Sachem

The Malden Beacon

In 1639, Squaw Sachem, leader of the great
Pawtucket tribe and widow of Nanepashemet, signed
over deeds to her lands, including present day Malden
and Everett. The scene above, The Squaw Sachem Sells
Her Land to John Winthrop, was painted by Aiden L. Ripley
in 1924. At left is a portrait of Governor Winthrop.

In 1776, Malden was the first town in
Massachusetts to call for independence (three
days before Boston). In the Fall of 1778, a guard
and beacon were posted on Waitt’s Mount to
warn Boston and the surrounding area of a British
attack. The beacon was never lit.
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